
Sticky Knowledge

Europe is one of 7 continents on the world and is where we live. 

Other countries such as Germany, Spain, France, Italy, Greece and 
part of Russia are also in Europe.

Paris is the capital of France. Madrid is the capital of Spain. Berlin 
is the capital of Germany. London is the capital of England. Rome is 

the capital of Italy. 

Human features of England
Buckingham Palace – built in 1705 in London and is on of the 
Queen’s homes. The first monarch to live there was Queen 

Victoria who moved in in 13th July 1837.
Worcester Cathedral – built between 1084 and 1504 on the banks 
of the River Severn. Has many different styles of architecture 

due to being built over a long time. The tower holds a ring of 12 of 
the most beautiful church bells ever made.

Wembley stadium – most famous football stadium in England. Built 
in London between 2003-2007 and holds 90,000 seats.

Human Features of Spain
Sagrada Familia – roman Catholic church in Barcelona designed by 
an architect called Antoni Gaudi. They began building it in 1852 
and he worked on it until he died in 1926. It is still not finished 

yet and they expect it to be finished in 2026- exactly 100 years 
after Gaudi died.

Santiago Bernabéu Stadium – football stadium in Madrid. Built 
between 1945-1947 and holds 81,000 seats.

Physical Features of England
River Severn – longest river in England starting in UK. Begins at 

the source in Wales, flows through Worcester down to the Bristol 
Channel and out into the Atlantic Ocean.

Malvern Hills – the hills span over Worcestershire, Herefordshire 
and Gloucestershire. The highest point is the Worcestershire 
Beacon which is 425m and the hills are famous for producing 

spring water.

Physical Features of Spain
The Tagus river – beginning in Mid-eastern Spain it flows trough 

Spain, into Portugal and out into the Atlantic Ocean. It is the 
longest river in Spain at 1007km long.

Sierra Nevada – mountain range in Sothern Spain spanning 26miles. 
The highest point is Mulhacén Peak which is 3481m high.

Canada
Near North America. Capital City is Toronto.

CN tower- built in 1976 in Toronto for looking out over the city. It 
is now a tourist attraction. 

Rocky Mountains –more than 3000mile long mountain range 
spreading across Canada and America. Mount Elbert is the highest 

peak standing at 4399 metres high.

Key Vocabulary

Country A land controlled by one government.

Hemisphere Earth is divided into North and South Hemisphere.

Continent A large solid area of land. The 7 continents are: 
Asia, Africa, Antarctica, Australasia, Europe, North 

America and South America.

Capital city The city where the country’s government operate 
from.

Landmark A place of interest.

Population Number of people who live there.

Equator Imaginary line around the middle of the Earth.

Tropics of Cancer 
and Capricorn

Lines of latitude 23∘ above and below the equator.
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